
Gordon Kreplin Music Bio:  Guitarist/Photographer 
 
Gordon Kreplin first came to North Carolina in 1981 as a visiting artist in the North Carolina Visiting Artist 
Program.  He was a visiting artist at several colleges across the state, including a residency at Sandhills 
Community College, until 1984, and gave more than 300 programs for schools, civic clubs and artist series. He 
also presented  his Washington DC debut at the Phillips Collection during this time: a review in the Washington 
Post by critic Joanne Sheehy Hoover stated that... “In his recital at the Phillips Gallery, Gordon Kreplin 
played with an easy warmth … he gave himself time to follow the sensuous turns that abound in 
Spanish guitar music, imparting a languorous sense of space as the lines unfolded.”  
 
Gordon received a BA in music from American University in Washington DC under the guidance of renowned 
teacher John Marlow.  After graduating, he taught at Virginia Commonwealth University before moving to 
Spain to attend the Oscar Espla Conservatory in Alicante, where he continued graduate studies with Jose 
Tomas, assistant to Andres Segovia. During his course of study there, he received a scholarship from the 
government of Spain to attend the prestigious “ Music en Compostela “ the annual national school of Spanish 
Music studies at the University of Santiago.  For several weeks Kreplin attended master classes in the upper 
sanctuary of the cathedral of Santiago with maestro Andres Segovia. This powerful experience sealed his 
passion in a lifelong pursuit of Spanish music.  Also during his time in Spain he performed in several Spanish 
cities under the auspices of the United Information Service. 
 
In 1991 he received an A+,highly recommended, rating from the National Endowment for the Arts and the 
United States Information Service for touring assistance abroad.  He then toured throughout Peru, Brazil, Chile 
and the Bahamas.  Nilda Urquiza,  in El Comercio, Lima, PERU wrote, “Tasteful discernment and phrasing 
… impeccable musicality and phrasing … all the possibilities of the instrument (exploited) with 
descriptive originality … eloquence and sensitivity … formidable … overwhelming and unquestionable 
success …” 
 
Kreplin has released several recordings under the Ascencion Recordings label.  His CDs “Bach in Brazil” and 
“Cathedral” both met with critical acclaim.  Of Bach in Brazil, Peter Fay in the Washington Review wrote, "... an 
amazing guitarist ... Kreplin's playing is organic, lithe, muscular ... limpidly beautiful."  “Cathedral” also 
gained similar accolades. Mr. Kreplin's performance of Mompou is masterful," wrote Christine Farenhorst 
in Christian Renewal. 
 
In 1992 he was invited by the Portuguese Ministry of Culture and Education to teach and perform in the Azores 
for the Conservatorio da Horta on the Island of Faial. He returned to the States in 1993 and participated in 
several artist in education programs in the Washington DC area, receiving grants from the MD State Arts 
Council and The Virginia Commission for the Arts for programming in public schools.  In addition to giving 
performances nationally, he served briefly as director of music for Hispanic Services at the Washington 
National Cathedral and as a musician in residence at the Mount Vernon Estate, historic home of George 
Washington in Mount Vernon, VA. 
 
Kreplin’s playing has been recognized by critics as having an immediacy and warmth.  A few examples suffice:  
 
 "His playing is warm and easy. He’s one of those instrumentalists who make it all sound so simple 
that anyone could do it .. " Iris LorenzFife, Views from the Coast, 1996 
 



"Gordon Kreplin has given us something memorable ... lingering both on notes and in precious silence 
... details that make it hard not to become completely absorbed in his play." Michael Gill, Cleveland 
Morning Journal, 1996 
 
" ... superb performances for the Kennedy Center Education Department School Residency Program." 
Mary Liniger Hickman, 1996 
 
"Magnificent interpretive qualities ... captivated the audience of all ages for 120 minutes." 
Arequipa, PERU 1992 
 
Cathy Pescevich Kreplin Bio: 
                             Flautist and singer. 
 
Kreplin offers programs that feature his wife, Cathy Pescevich Kreplin. Cathy studied music and theater at 
Yale, and music performance (voice/flute) and audio engineering at New York University. She sang under the 
baton of conductor William Jon Gray as a member of the Washington D.C. Masterworks Chorus. As well, she 
was a Professional Core member of the Virginia Symphony Chorus, under the direction of Chorus Master 
Robert Shoup and the baton of conductor Joanne Faletta. Cathy performed off-off Broadway as an Actors’ 
Equity member of the Process Studio Theater Repertory Company. She studied in the private studios of John 
Kuhn (Metropolitan Opera), Marianna Bushing (Peabody Conservatory) and Alan Bowers (NYC).  
 
Since arriving in North Carolina in 1992, Cathy has been an active vocal and flute soloist. Together with 
husband Gordon Kreplin, she founded Ascencion Recordings audiophile record label and is co-director of 
Ascencion Music Academy. Cathy is currently the Youth Music Director for St. Andrews-by-the-Sea in Nags 
Head.  As part of the Arts of the Albemarle’s community music initiative in 2015-16, Cathy was Music Director 
of the Community Voice and Rhythm Ensemble.  She spent three years developing the vocal arts program for 
the Center Players children’s theater school and performance company in Elizabeth City and was Music 
Director for the 2016-2017 season. 
 
Gordon and Cathy Kreplin have previously toured as “Troubadours Nouveaux” voice and lute duo, providing 
Renaissance and American Colonial concerts and educational programs in the mid-Atlantic region. Currently, 
the couple is touring as “Duo Romantico,” presenting their guitar, voice and flute program “Journeys.” 
 
Gordon Kreplin Photographic Background: 
 
In 1995, Gordon and his wife created a boutique record label and recording studio business, 
Ascencion Recordings, devoted to audiophile classical recording. As an outgrowth of Gordon’s 
photography and design work creating album covers, Ascencion Photography was born. In 1998, 
Ascencion Photography began been providing contemporary classical portraiture, location and studio. 
For the past 18 years, Gordon as portrait artist has specialized in environmental family portraiture. 
Kreplin is an active photographic fine artist, studying rural landscape, rural and urban decay, and still 
life in color, infrared, and black and white. He prints his own work in artisan fashion.. In 2015, the 
studio was re-branded from Ascencion Photography to Gordon Kreplin, Photographic Artist.  
 
Kreplin pursues annual continuing education and professional competitions in the photographic arts 
to continuously refine his craft and develop professionally. Kreplin’s PPA Master Photographer 
Degree, four years in the making, was awarded in January 2012. He received his Photographic 
Craftsman Degree in 2014.  A full list of degrees, awards and honors can be found on Gordon’s C.V..  



 
Gordon Kreplin, M.Photog, Cr, is a recipient of international 2009, 2011, 2012, 2015, 2016 and 2018 
Photographer of the Year Awards by PPA. He received Kodak Gallery Awards for in 2014 and 2015 
at VPPA conventions, and a Lexjet Sunset Award for 2015. He also received an ASP State Elite 
Award in 2015.  
 
Kreplin was accepted and served as an Affiliate PPA Judge in 2014; currently there are only 104 PPA 
Affiliate Judges worldwide. He has traveled nationally to judge professional photographic 
competitions and to teach lighting for environmental portraiture at state-level conventions; his 
program is “Walk into the Light.”  He also teaches about composition in music and in photography - 
the intersection between compositional elements in visual and musical forms of expression. This 
multi-media presentation is “Expression in Music and Imaging.” 
 
Kreplin is currently on the Board of the North Carolina Music Teachers Association (NCMTA), 
chairing the String Section.  He is a current member of Music Teachers National Association (MTNA), 
NCMTA, the Guitar Foundation, Professional Photographers of America (PPA), 
Kreplin is an  active Rotarian.  He served as the District 7720 Chair for Polio Plus from 2011 to 2014 
and was tasked with fundraising to End Polio Now. Gordon Kreplin makes his home on the Outer 
Banks with his wife and partner, Cathy. Together, they have three grown daughters, three 
grandchildren, two cats, a successful business for portrait photography and music instruction, and 
much gratitude for their many blessings.  
 
 
PROGRAM AND EXHIBITION: 
 
“Journeys,”  a concert/exhibit is inspired by the thematic process of Kreplin’s photography. 
 
A five movement work was written for Gordon by Charlotte composer Zach Zubow entitled 
“Journeys.” 
 
The five movements of this piece follow five different genres of Kreplin’s photographic work and of 
this exhibit.  These are entitled: 
 

JOURNEYS 
PATHOS  
DUNESCAPES 
MORNING MEDITATIONS 
SUNSCAPES AND SURF 

 
 
Other works that will be presented include music from Spain, South America and beyond. The 
program will encompass various styles from classical to folk inspired genres.  
 
Zach Zubow is the music department director at Queens College, Charlotte NC. He is also currently 
on the board of the North Carolina Music teachers Association. Gordon and Cathy worked with Zach 
last year on a work entitled “The Light of Stars,” originally written for two guitars and premiered at last 
years Music Teachers convention by Gordon and another guitarist colleague.  During that convention, 
Gordon and Cathy did a reading of the piece, in private for the composer, substituting the first guitar 
part for flute. Enthusiastic about the outcome, Gordon Cathy and Zach began plotting further projects. 
 



After presenting a portfolio of Gordon’s photography, Zach was taken with the idea of writing a 
programmatic suite to reflect the thematic imaging.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


